Nilfisk
Walk-behind sweeper
Nilfisk SW 750

Quiet and easy cleaning
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It’s easy to assume that all walk-behind sweepers are the
same. Or that if you’ve seen one, you’ve seen them all. But
it’s not so. The new SW 750 sweeper from Nilfisk-Advance
is so superior in so many ways, that it really does stand
apart from the crowd.
First of all, this battery powered, truly versatile sweeper
can go anywhere and be used for cleaning everything
from retail areas to gas station forecourts. With the carpet
kit, it can even clean soft floors. What’s more, it comes
with an onboard charger as standard to save time.
Moreover, it cleans so silently that it can be used even in
the most noise sensitive areas. At just 59dbA, the SW 750
is suitable for daytime cleaning without risk of causing
disturbance. In fact, the entire design is so efficient, and
so cleverly thought-out, that productivity is assured even
with an inexperienced operator, while operating costs are
minimized.

Nilfisk SW 750

The handle is fully adjustable to suit
each individual operator. It folds
down completely to simplify storage.

Carpet kit

Thanks to the polyester filter the
SW 750 can be used in both dry and
humid areas.

Quality features and better
reliability
•

Silent running. At just 59 dbA, the SW 750 can be used in even the most noise sensitive areas

•

Onboard battery (46Ah) and battery charger are supplied as standard. Simply plug in the charger
and you’re ready to clean

•

Standard battery provides up to 2 hours run time on hard floors, allowing sweeping of approximately 6,000 sq.mtrs. Optional 77 Ah battery increases running time to 3.5 hours

•

Large wheels and traction drive, plus the balanced location of the battery above the rear axle,
provide excellent manoeuvrability, even on carpeted floors

•

No tools are needed for changing all usable parts. Speeds up servicing and optimises productivity

•

Wide sweeping path of 720 mm (main brush 500 mm + right side brush) provides fast cleaning and
theoretical productivity of 2,900 sq.mtrs/hour

The plug-in onboard battery charger
ensures continuous and hassle-free
operation.

The main and side brushes are adjustable to ensure perfect pressure on the
floor at all times and in all conditions.
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Innovations that maximise
performance

Adjustable handle for
ergonomy and easy
storage

Main electrical motor and side
brush motor are protected with
circuit breakers for safety

The cover includes
holders for cans,
bottles and other large
objects

Safety switch de-activates
the machine when the hopper is opened

Large wheels and balanced weight make
manoeuvring easy, even
on carpet

Carpet kit includes antimarking flap and dedicated
brush in one package

The main brush and side
brush are fully adjustable
to ensure correct pressure at all times

Description
Motor power source
Motor brand
Productivity rate theoretical/ actual
Sweeping width (w. sidebrush)
Sound pressure level
Max. speed
Hopper volume
Max. dumping height
Main filter area
Dimensions (L x W x H)
Weight

Unit

SW 750

m²/h
mm
dB(A)
km/h
litre
cm
m²
mm
kg

Battery 12V - 200W
Amer
2900/2300
720
59
4
60
manual
1
998x797x621
68

Specifications and details are subject to change without prior notice.
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